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Solvency 2 News, February 2022

Dear members and friends,
We have the 2021 consumer trends report from EIOPA.
The insurance sector has shown resilience by continuing to
smoothly serve consumers amidst the shocks caused by the
lasting global pandemic. This has fast-forwarded digitalisation
highlighting opportunities but also showing possible concerns.
› Continued issues relating to unit-linked (hybrid) products
The decrease (-10%) in with proft participation gross-written premium
(GWP), led to an overall decrease in life insurance GWP. This is the result
of the continued low for long interest rate environment which is
accelerating the shift from traditional products with guarantees towards
unit-linked insurance (+2%).
While this shift allows consumers to seek higher returns, a number of
conduct issues continue being observed. In particular, consumers continue
having limited understanding of these products and some of the products
are highly complex.
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Moreover, a number of unit-linked products showing high costs and
complex structures with high commissions further increase concerns
relating to possible mis-selling and value for money.
› Fast-forwarded digitalisation bringing opportunities but also raising
Challenges
The acceleration in digitalisation observed at the on-set of the pandemic
continued. NCAs reported an increase in innovations across the product
lifecycle, with sales and distribution remaining the most digitalised stages:
-

Sales through e-channels remain steadily strong in the non-life
business, while they materially grew in the life business. 13 Member
States reported that sales through e-channels either increased or
signifcantly increased in the last 3 years;

-

Digital transformation also impacted pricing and underwriting with
undertakings allowing consumers to use digital platforms to
personalise their products whilst also increasingly using price
optimisation practices;

-

While the risk of digital exclusion should not be under-estimated, most
consumers surveyed by EIOPA as part of its consumer research, stated
they prefer and appreciate digital tools which allow them to have ondemand engagement with their intermediary and their insurer;

-

Issues relating to conficts of interest and limited product choices on
digital platforms, require further monitoring;

-

Moreover, NCAs reported increased evidence of fraud and scams
targeting both consumers and insurance undertakings.

› Consumer detriment due to poor claims handling albeit positive
developments being observed thanks to digitalisation
Improvements in the claims handling process have been observed.
Technological innovation appears to be the most relevant driver, leading to
the automation and simplification of some parts of claims handling
processes, in particular in relation to low value high frequency claims.
Nevertheless, some issues continue being reported, with 9 NCAs having
highlighted claims management issues as an area of concern. In particular,
NCAs reported issues relating to: lower payments than expected, long and
complicated liquidation processes, a lack of adequate justifcation for claim
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refusals. This is mostly in relation to motor insurance, travel insurance and
household insurance products.
› Emerging risks surfacing existing structural problems on exclusions and
protection gaps
The ongoing pandemic and an increase in natural catastrophe risks
surfaced problems in relation to contract complexity for some products
whilst also bringing new challenges for the sector and consumers.
Following the signifcant increase in both claims ratios and expense ratios
for business interruption and travel insurance many insurers have further
introduced exclusions to certain products or have withdrawn such products
from the market, widening protection gaps.
This is counterbalanced by the fact that consumers in the aftermath of the
pandemic have sought to buy more travel insurance products, and new
products advertised as ofering COVID-19 coverage have emerged.
The increase in systemic risks highlighted that issues relating to a lack of
clarity in exclusions, limited consumer understanding of exclusions, and
instances of unilateral changes to terms and conditions persist and go
beyond travel and business interruption products.
NCAs reported issues with household and health insurance and
particularly high increases in the total claims rejected have been observed
for the medical expense (over 25 percentage points) and fre and other
damage to property lines of business (almost 30 percentage points).
› Increased use of price optimisation practices
While this trend is not yet widespread across Europe, more than 50% of
NCAs observed that more and more insurance product manufacturers
adjust premiums using a number of diferent techniques which are largely
independent from the risk profle of the consumers.
These are known as price optimisation practices and mostly relate to motor
insurance products (59% of the cases reported) and household insurance
products (29% of the cases reported).
These practices are mainly the result of high levels of market competition
coupled to the emergence of new techniques enabled by modern data
processing and analytics.
The major consequence stemming out of these practices is an increase in
premiums for old/loyal consumers and vulnerable consumers. Instances of
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unlawful indirect discrimination have also been observed and this, in the
longer term, could lead to an increase in financial exclusion.
To read more:
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/working_groups/reports
/eiopa_2021_consumer_trends_report.pdf
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Federal Reserve Board invites public comment on proposed
guidance to implement a framework for the supervision of
certain insurance organizations overseen by the Board

The Federal Reserve Board invited public comment on proposed guidance
to implement a framework for the supervision of certain insurance
organizations overseen by the Board.
The proposed supervisory framework—for depository institution holding
companies significantly engaged in insurance activities—would apply
guidance and allocate supervisory resources based on the risk of a firm.
It would also formalize a supervisory rating system for these companies
and describe how examiners work with state insurance regulators.
The proposed guidance would apply to any depository institution holding
company that is an insurance underwriting company or that has over 25
percent of its consolidated assets held by insurance underwriting
subsidiaries.
Comments will be accepted for 60 days after publication in the Federal
Register.
Summary
The Board is seeking comment on a new supervisory framework for
depository institution holding companies significantly engaged in
insurance activities, or supervised insurance organizations.
The proposed framework would provide a supervisory approach that is
designed specifically to reflect the differences between banking and
insurance.
Within the framework, the application of supervisory guidance and the
assignment of supervisory resources would be based explicitly on a
supervised insurance organization’s complexity and individual
risk profile.
The proposed framework would formalize the ratings applicable to these
firms with rating definitions that reflect specific supervisory requirements
and expectations.
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It would also emphasize the Board’s policy to rely to the fullest extent
possible on work done by other relevant supervisors, describing, in
particular, the way it will rely more fully on reports and other supervisory
information provided by state insurance regulators to minimize the burden
associated with supervisory duplication.
To read more:
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg2022012
8a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg202
20128a2.pdf
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Data Protection Engineering

The evolution of technology has brought forward new techniques to share,
process and store data. This has generated new models of data (including
personal data) processing, but also introduced new threats and challenges.
Some of the evolving privacy and data protection challenges associated
with emerging technologies and applications include: lack of control and
transparency, possible reusability of data, data inference and reidentification, profiling and automated decision making.
The implementation of the GDPR data protection principles in such
contexts is challenging as they cannot be implemented in the traditional,
“intuitive” way.
Processing operations must be rethought, sometimes radically (similar to
how radical the threats are), possibly with the definition of new actors and
responsibilities, and with a prominent role for technology as an element of
guarantee.
Safeguards must be integrated into the processing with technical and
organisational measures.
From the technical side, the challenge is to translate these principles into
tangible requirements and specifications by requirements by selecting,
implementing and configuring appropriate technical and organizational
measures and techniques.
Data Protection Engineering can be perceived as part of data protection by
Design and by Default. It aims to support the selection, deployment and
configuration of appropriate technical and organizational measures in
order to satisfy specific data protection principles.
Undeniably it depends on the measure, the context and the application and
eventually it contributes to the protection of data subjects’ rights and
freedoms.
The current report took a broader look into data protection engineering
with a view to support practitioners and organizations with practical
implementation of technical aspects of data protection by design and by
default.
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Towards this direction this report presents existing (security) technologies
and techniques and discusses possible strengths and applicability in
relation to meeting data protection principles as set out in Article 5 GDPR.
Based on the analysis provided in the report, the following conclusions and
recommendations for relevant stakeholders are provided below:
1. Regulators (e.g. Data Protection Authorities and the European Data
Protection Board) should discuss and promote good practices across the
EU in relation to state-of-the-art solutions of relevant technologies and
techniques. EU Institutions could promote such good practices by relevant
publicly available documents.
2. The research community should continue exploring the deployment of
(security) techniques and technologies that can support the practical
implementation of data protection principles, with the support of the EU
institutions in terms of policy guidance and research funding.
3. Regulators (e.g. Data Protection Authorities and the European Data
Protection Board) and the European Commission should promote the
establishment of relevant certification schemes, under Article 42 GDPR, to
ensure proper engineering of data protection.
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To read more: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/data-protectionengineering
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On returning inflation back to target
Catherine L. Mann, External Member of the Monetary Policy Committee,
Bank of England

Introduction and summary
As an international economist, I have always studied domestic economic
conditions through the lens of global influences.
This year the UK offers an excellent laboratory. Global factors have been at
the forefront of the inflation surge in the UK, and their effects will persist
into early 2022. However, expectations for wages and prices for this year, if
realized, could keep UK inflation strong for longer, which might then
generate a reinforcing cost-price dynamic.
To return inflation to target, the Monetary Policy Committee’s first
line of defence is to dampen expectations of future price increases.
Achieving an inflection in these expectations along with tailwinds from
global factors could mean that a shallower path of future rate rises is
needed to bring inflation back to target.
In the last half of 2021, UK CPI inflation surged, more than doubling from
2% in July to 5.4% in December.
Previously, average earnings had rebounded strongly from their trough in
2020 leading to headline wage inflation rates as high as 9% in the summer.
While some of these increases are due to base and compositional effects,
demand and supply imbalances both in goods and labour markets built
very quickly over the second half of the year.
Residual strength in both wages and prices likely will continue for a time
into 2022 as the domestic and global mismatch of supply and demand
slowly resolve, as firms try to recover margins eroded in 2021, and as
labour markets stay tight.
Indeed, firms in the latest DMP panel (from December) expect to raise
their prices by 5% in 2022 – a bit more than the 4% in 2021.
Meanwhile, firms expect continued upward pressure on pay growth in
2022 on the top of the 2-3.5% increases of 2021.
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These expectations for prices and wages, if realized, are ingredients for
headline inflationary pressures that could stay strong for longer, well into
2023. The question for monetary policy then becomes whether the real
factors on the one hand and expectations on the other could together create
a reinforcing cost-price dynamic.
Certainly, there are headwinds facing these price and wage expectations.
Most importantly, will domestic and global demand in 2022 be strong
enough for firms to pass through wage and cost increases into their
prices? In the end, it is the collective outturns of business pricing that
translates into inflation.
Monetary policy has a role to play in managing expectations as well as
ensuring that the economic and financial conditions facing firms and
workers are consistent with the 2% target.
Initial conditions and the 2021 surge
Before we can assess the prospects for returning inflation to the 2% target,
we need to recall initial conditions and review sources of the 2021 inflation
surge.
Going into the pandemic, the UK CPI price level was roughly trending
along its 2% inflation path, unlike in the US or the euro area which had
seen
persistently lower inflation than intended.
In the first year of the pandemic with lockdowns disrupting a wide
range of activities, some firms did cut prices in the UK (and some markets
simply did not exist, so there were no prices at all) and the aggregate price
level flat-lined.
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Both demand recovery and supply limitations in 2021 have now yielded
robust inflation momentum, which if price expectations are realized, is
poised to continue into 2022 moving the price level further away from the
2% trend. (Chart 1).
Reviewing key sources of the 2021 inflation surge – energy and core goods
– both are importantly driven by sources external to the UK economy.
(Chart 2).

Global goods prices have been elevated by the rotation away from
consumer-facing services towards goods purchases.
The dominant driver of global goods price dynamics is the interplay of
three successive US fiscal stimuli combined with geographical mismatches
of containers and production stoppages in key economies and for key
materials. But, a domestic equivalent to the global supply-demand
imbalance has also been apparent in the UK, with production constraints
and shortages of HGV drivers.
To read more:
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/speech/2022/january/catherine-lmann-speech-on-the-economy-and-monetary-policy-at-omfif
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MAS-led Industry Consortium Publishes Assessment
Methodologies for Responsible Use of AI by Financial
Institutions

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) announced today the release
of five white papers detailing assessment methodologies for the Fairness,
Ethics, Accountability and Transparency (FEAT) principles, to guide the
responsible use of AI by financial institutions (FIs).
The white papers were published by the Veritas Consortium, comprising 27
industry players. The Consortium also released an open-source toolkit to
help FIs adopt the Fairness Assessment Methodology.
The white papers provide:
-

a comprehensive FEAT checklist for FIs to adopt during their Artificial
Intelligence and Data Analytics (AIDA) software development
lifecycles;

-

an enhanced Fairness Assessment Methodology to enable FIs to define
their AIDA system’s fairness objectives, identify personal attributes of
individuals and any unintentional bias;

-

a new Ethics and Accountability Assessment Methodology, which
provides a framework for FIs to carry out quantifiable measurement of
ethical practices, in addition to the qualitative practices currently
adopted;

-

a new Transparency Assessment Methodology which helps FIs
determine whether and how much internal/external transparency is
needed to explain and interpret the predictions of machine learning
models.

To accelerate FIs’ adoption of the FEAT methodologies and principles, the
Consortium has developed an open-source software toolkit.
The toolkit enables the automation of the fairness metrics assessment and
allows for visualisation of the interface for fairness assessment and for the
plug-ins to integrate with FI's IT systems.
Four core teams within the Consortium were formed to develop the
methodologies, toolkit and business use case studies in the banking and
insurance sectors:
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-

Swiss Re and Accenture refined the Fairness Assessment Methodology
and applied it to insurance predictive underwriting;

-

United Overseas Bank (UOB), AXA and Accenture developed the Ethics
and Accountability Assessment Methodology and applied it to customer
marketing and insurance fraud detection;

-

Standard Chartered Bank (SCB), HSBC and Truera developed the
Transparency Assessment Methodology and applied it to credit risk
scoring and customer marketing; and

-

Accenture and Bank of China developed Veritas Toolkit version one
with the support from BNY Mellon, HSBC, SCB and UOB.

In the next phase, the consortium will develop additional use cases and run
pilots with selected FI members to integrate the methodologies with
members’ existing governance framework.
MAS is also collaborating with the Infocomm Media Development
Authority and the Personal Data Protection Commission (PDPC) to include
the Toolkit in the PDPC’s Trustworthy AI testing framework.
Sopnendu Mohanty, Chief FinTech Officer, MAS, said, “The new opensource software, assessment methodologies and enhanced guidance will
further improve the technical capabilities of financial institutions in
developing responsible AI for the financial sector.
The Veritas initiative continues to deliver tangible outcomes that
demonstrate collaborative public-private partnership to drive trust in the
adoption of AI technology, enhance confidence and foster innovation in
Singapore's FinTech ecosystem.”
Resources
Annex - List of Veritas Consortium Members: https://www.mas.gov.sg//media/MAS-Media-Library/news/media-releases/2022/Annex---List-ofVeritas-Consortium-Members.pdf
Veritas Document 3 - FEAT Principles Assessment Methodology:
https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS-Media-Library/news/mediareleases/2022/Veritas-Document-3---FEAT-Principles-AssessmentMethodology.pdf
Veritas Document 3A - FEAT Fairness Principles Assessment
Methodology: https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS-Media-
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Library/news/media-releases/2022/Veritas-Document-3A---FEATFairness-Principles-Assessment-Methodology.pdf
Veritas Document 3B - FEAT Ethics and Accountability Principles
Assessment Methodology: https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS-MediaLibrary/news/media-releases/2022/Veritas-Document-3B---FEAT-Ethicsand-Accountability-Principles-Assessment-Methodology.pdf
Veritas Document 3C - FEAT Transparency Principles Assessment
Methodology: https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS-MediaLibrary/news/media-releases/2022/Veritas-Document-3C---FEATTransparency-Principles-Assessment-Methodology.pdf
Veritas Document 4 - FEAT Principles Assessment Case Studies:
https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS-Media-Library/news/mediareleases/2022/Veritas-Document-4---FEAT-Principles-Assessment-CaseStudies.pdf
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Helping users stay safe: Blocking internet macros by default in
Office
Kellie Eickmeyer

It’s a challenging time in software security; migration to the modern cloud,
the largest number of remote workers ever, and a global pandemic
impacting staffing and supply chains all contribute to changes in
organizations. Unfortunately, these changes also give bad actors
opportunities to exploit organizations:

For years Microsoft Office has shipped powerful automation capabilities
called active content, the most common kind are macros. While we
provided a notification bar to warn users about these macros, users could
still decide to enable the macros by clicking a button. Bad actors send
macros in Office files to end users who unknowingly enable them,
malicious payloads are delivered, and the impact can be severe including
malware, compromised identity, data loss, and remote access. See more in
this blog post:

For the protection of our customers, we need to make it more difficult to
enable macros in files obtained from the internet.
Changing Default Behavior
We’re introducing a default change for five Office apps that run macros:
VBA macros obtained from the internet will now be blocked by default.
For macros in files obtained from the internet, users will no longer be able
to enable content with a click of a button. A message bar will appear for
users notifying them with a button to learn more. The default is more
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secure and is expected to keep more users safe including home users and
information workers in managed organizations.
This change only affects Office on devices running Windows and only
affects the following applications: Access, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, and
Word. The change will begin rolling out in Version 2203, starting with
Current Channel (Preview) in early April 2022. Later, the change will be
available in the other update channels, such as Current Channel, Monthly
Enterprise Channel, and Semi-Annual Enterprise Channel.
At a future date to be determined, we also plan to make this change to
Office LTSC, Office 2021, Office 2019, Office 2016, and Office 2013.
To read more: https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-365blog/helping-users-stay-safe-blocking-internet-macros-by-default-in/bap/3071805
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ESRB recommends establishing a systemic cyber incident
coordination framework

The European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) has published a
Recommendation for the establishment of a pan-European systemic cyber
incident coordination framework (EU-SCICF). You may visit:
https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/recommendations/esrb.recommend
ation220127_on_cyber_incident_coordination~0ebcbf5f69.en.pdf?f2ec57
c21993067e9ac1d73ce93a0772

The financial sector relies on resilient information and communications
technology systems and is highly dependent on the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of the data and systems it uses.
Major cyber incidents have the potential to corrupt information and
destroy confidence in the financial system, and they may therefore pose a
systemic risk. This calls for a high level of preparedness and coordination
among financial authorities in order to respond effectively to such major
cyber incidents.
The EU-SCICF would aim to strengthen this coordination among financial
authorities in the European Union, as well as with other authorities in the
Union and key actors at international level. It would complement the
existing EU cyber incident response frameworks by addressing the risks to
financial stability stemming from cyber incidents.
The ESRB report “Mitigating systemic cyber risk” explains in detail how
the EU-SCICF would facilitate an effective response to a major cyber
incident.
You may visit:
https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/reports/esrb.SystemiCyberRisk.220
127~b6655fa027.en.pdf?bd2b11e760cff336f84c983133dd23dc
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Building on the ESRB report published in 2020, Systemic cyber risk, the
report also assesses the ability of the current macroprudential framework
to address the risks and vulnerabilities stemming from systemic cyber risk.
It concludes that the macroprudential mandate and toolkits of financial
authorities need to be expanded to include cyber resilience.
The report proposes a macroprudential strategy that should contribute to a
better mitigation of the risks to financial stability stemming from cyber
incidents. A monitoring and analytical framework for systemic cyber risk
needs to be implemented to help design and calibrate this new set of
macroprudential tools on cyber resilience.
For example, testing the cyber resilience of the financial system through
scenario analysis can show how systemic institutions in the financial
system would respond to and recover from a severe but plausible cyber
incident scenario.
To draw conclusions from such cyber resilience stress tests on financial
stability, macroprudential authorities need to set an acceptable level of
disruption to operational systems that provide critical economic functions.
It is also important to increase the understanding of systemic cyber riskrelated vulnerabilities and contagion channels in the financial system. To
this end, systemically important nodes at financial and operational levels
should be identified – including third-party providers.
The ESRB and its dedicated European Systemic Cyber Group (ESCG)
intend to explore a monitoring and analytical framework for systemic cyber
risk and the required tools to address this risk in their future work. This
work will focus on testing the cyber resilience of the financial system
through scenario analysis and the definition of expectations for acceptable
levels of disruption.
To read more:
https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/recommendations/esrb.recommend
ation220127_on_cyber_incident_coordination~0ebcbf5f69.en.pdf?f2ec57
c21993067e9ac1d73ce93a0772
https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/reports/esrb.SystemiCyberRisk.220
127~b6655fa027.en.pdf?bd2b11e760cff336f84c983133dd23dc
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Romance Scams

Romance scams occur when a criminal adopts a fake online identity to gain
a victim’s affection and trust. The scammer then uses the illusion of a
romantic or close relationship to manipulate and/or steal from the victim.
The criminals who carry out romance scams are experts at what they do
and will seem genuine, caring, and believable. Con artists are present on
most dating and social media sites.
The scammer’s intention is to establish a relationship as quickly as
possible, endear himself to the victim, and gain trust. Scammers may
propose marriage and make plans to meet in person, but that will never
happen. Eventually, they will ask for money.
Scam artists often say they are in the building and construction industry
and are engaged in projects outside the U.S. That makes it easier to avoid
meeting in person—and more plausible when they ask for money for a
medical emergency or unexpected legal fee.
If someone you meet online needs your bank account information to
deposit money, they are most likely using your account to carry out other
theft and fraud schemes.
Tips for Avoiding Romance Scams:
-

Be careful what you post and make public online. Scammers can use
details shared on social media and dating sites to better understand
and target you.

-

Research the person’s photo and profile using online searches to see if
the image, name, or details have been used elsewhere.

-

Go slowly and ask lots of questions.

-

Beware if the individual seems too perfect or quickly asks you to leave a
dating service or social media site to communicate directly.

-

Beware if the individual attempts to isolate you from friends and family
or requests inappropriate photos or financial information that could
later be used to extort you.
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-

Beware if the individual promises to meet in person but then always
comes up with an excuse why he or she can’t. If you haven’t met the
person after a few months, for whatever reason, you have good reason
to be suspicious.

-

Never send money to anyone you have only communicated with online
or by phone.

To learn more: https://www.fbi.gov/scams-and-safety/common-scamsand-crimes/romance-scams

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vthPmLORVrM
https://youtu.be/108UWM1jsF8
https://youtu.be/BmIvqOYwGGU
https://www.ic3.gov/Media/Y2019/PSA190805
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SEC Publishes Annual Staff Report on Nationally Recognized
Statistical Rating Organizations

The Securities and Exchange Commission has issued its annual Staff
Report on Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations
(NRSROs), providing a summary of the SEC staff’s examinations of
NRSROs and discussing the state of competition, transparency, and
conflicts of interest among NRSROs.

In past years, the SEC's Office of Credit Ratings (OCR) covered these
subject areas in two separate annual reports. The combined report includes
a variety of substantive and organizational changes to provide greater
transparency about NRSROs and their credit ratings businesses, and the
market more broadly.
"The oversight of Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations is
critical to the Commission's focus on investor protection," said SEC Chair
Gary Gensler. "The Office of Credit Ratings' work contributes to our efforts
to promote accuracy in credit ratings and help ensure that credit ratings
are not unduly influenced by conflicts of interest."
"OCR's examinations protect investors by scrutinizing NRSRO compliance
with applicable laws and rules and identifying instances of noncompliance," said OCR Director Ahmed Abonamah. "The report provides a
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comprehensive and integrated overview of OCR's activities, demonstrating
the exceptional work of my colleagues in their efforts to protect investors."
The report highlights the risk-based approach of OCR's examination
program. As described in the report, in addition to the eight statutorily
mandated review areas, OCR staff examined the NRSROs’:
-

Consideration of ESG factors and products;

-

COVID-19 related risk areas;

-

Activities related to collateralized loan obligations, commercial real
estate, and consumer asset-backed securities;

-

Adherence to policies, procedures, and methodologies with respect to
rating low-investment grade corporate securities; and

-

Controls, policies, and procedures for ratings of municipal securities.

To read more: https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-15
The report: https://www.sec.gov/files/2022-ocr-staff-report.pdf
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BaFin can inform the public based on indications of possible
market manipulation
Katharina Meinhardt, BaFin Legal Division for Securities Supervision and
Competence Centre for Constitutional, Administrative and European Law

The courts confirm: if Germany’s financial supervisor has indications of
possible market manipulation, it may inform the public about this and
need not wait until proof of market manipulation has been established.
BaFin regularly publishes notifications on its website informing the public
from an early stage about extensive advertising activities for certain shares
and advising caution when dealing with buy recommendations of this kind.
Often, the purpose of such buy recommendations is to induce investors to
acquire the shares in question so that the share price rises in response to
the increased demand.
This enables the senders of the recommendations or others behind such
recommendations who purchased the shares beforehand at a lower price to
profit from selling the shares at a higher price.
A market participant felt disadvantaged by this practice. He therefore filed
a summary proceeding at the Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgericht) of
Frankfurt am Main, demanding the deletion of one such notification.
His application was rejected (case ref. 7 L 3357/20.F) and the market
participant then appealed to the Higher Administrative Court of Hesse
(Hessische Verwaltungsgerichtshof), which confirmed in full the decision
passed by the court of first instance (case ref. 6 B 685/21).
“The decisions confirm that BaFin may inform the public of the danger of
prohibited market manipulation at the first indication of such dealings,”
said BaFin’s Chief Executive Director Beatrice Freiwald, “thereby
strengthening trust in the capital market and ensuring market integrity”.
Preventative measures also permitted
Both courts were of the opinion that the criteria for issuing the challenged
notification were met under section 6 (2) sentence 1 to 3 of the German
Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz – WpHG) in conjunction
with Article 15 and Article 12 of the European Market Abuse Regulation
(MAR).
BaFin is permitted to publish a notification if there is an imminent risk of
the prohibitions and requirements of MAR being infringed. Preventative
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measures are also permitted under these provisions. It is not necessary that
the infringement of the prohibition of market manipulation has actually
taken place or been proved.
In the case at issue, there was an imminent danger of market manipulation
within the meaning of Article 12 of MAR and, thus, of infringement of the
prohibition of market manipulation under Article 15 of MAR.
Both courts established that the constitutional rights of the applicant had
not been violated. According to the courts, the notification had been made
correctly and had taken account of the legal provisions relating to state
disclosure of information. BaFin had acted in accordance with its remit and
informed the public in a proper and factually correct manner.
To read more:
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/EN/Fachartikel/
2021/fa_bj_2111_marktmanipulation_en.html;jsessionid=D8B749E4A95
6A71F925924C5775A8B27.2_cid503
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Disclaimer
The Association tries to enhance public access to information about risk
and compliance management.
Our goal is to keep this information timely and accurate. If errors are
brought to our attention, we will try to correct them.
This information:
is of a general nature only and is not intended to address the specific
circumstances of any particular individual or entity;
should not be relied on in the particular context of enforcement or
similar regulatory action;
-

is not necessarily comprehensive, complete, or up to date;

is sometimes linked to external sites over which the Association has
no control and for which the Association assumes no responsibility;
is not professional or legal advice (if you need specific advice, you
should always consult a suitably qualified professional);
-

is in no way constitutive of an interpretative document;

does not prejudge the position that the relevant authorities might
decide to take on the same matters if developments, including Court
rulings, were to lead it to revise some of the views expressed here;
does not prejudge the interpretation that the Courts might place on
the matters at issue.
Please note that it cannot be guaranteed that these information and
documents exactly reproduce officially adopted texts.
It is our goal to minimize disruption caused by technical errors. However
some data or information may have been created or structured in files or
formats that are not error-free and we cannot guarantee that our service
will not be interrupted or otherwise affected by such problems.
The Association accepts no responsibility with regard to such problems
incurred as a result of using this site or any linked external sites.
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Solvency II Association
At every stage of your career, our association provides networking, training,
certification, information, updates, alerts, and services you can use. Join us.
Stay current. Take advantage of the new opportunities. Read our monthly
newsletter. Get certified.
You can explore what we offer to our members:
1. Membership – Become a standard, premium or lifetime member.
You may visit:
https://www.solvency-ii-association.com/How_to_become_member.htm
2. Monthly Updates – Visit the Reading Room of the association at:
https://www.solvency-ii-association.com/Reading_Room.htm
3. Training and Certification – You may visit: https://www.solvency-iiassociation.com/CSiiP_Distance_Learning_Online_Certification_Progra
m.htm
For instructor-led training, you may contact us. We tailor Solvency II
presentations, awareness and training programs for supervisors, boards of
directors, employees, service providers and consultants.
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